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ABSTRACT: Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) enable the
generation of single and entangled photons, which are useful for
various applications in photonic quantum technologies. Specifically for
quantum communication via fiber-optical networks, operation in the
telecom C-band centered around 1550 nm is ideal. The direct
generation of QD-photons in this spectral range with high quantum-
optical quality, however, remained challenging. Here, we demonstrate
the coherent on-demand generation of indistinguishable photons in the
telecom C-band from single QD devices consisting of InAs/InP QD-
mesa structures heterogeneously integrated with a metallic reflector on a
silicon wafer. Using pulsed two-photon resonant excitation of the
biexciton−exciton radiative cascade, we observe Rabi rotations up to
pulse areas of 4π and a high single-photon purity in terms of g(2)(0) =
0.005(1) and 0.015(1) for exciton and biexciton photons, respectively. Applying two independent experimental methods, based on
fitting Rabi rotations in the emission intensity and performing photon cross-correlation measurements, we consistently obtain
preparation fidelities at the π-pulse exceeding 80%. Finally, performing Hong−Ou−Mandel-type two-photon interference
experiments, we obtain a photon-indistinguishability of the full photon wave packet of up to 35(3)%, representing a significant
advancement in the photon-indistinguishability of single photons emitted directly in the telecom C-band.
KEYWORDS: single photon sources, quantum dots, quantum communication, coherent excitation, telecom C-band

■ INTRODUCTION
Single indistinguishable photons are a key resource for many
applications in quantum information, ranging from quantum
communication to distributed quantum computing. They are
essential for quantum networks and the quantum internet.1

While a plethora of quantum emitters enable the generation of
single photons,2,3 epitaxial semiconductor quantum dots
(QDs) turned out to be advantageous in many regards.4−7

Over the last decades, photons generated on-demand using
QDs demonstrated unprecedented quantum optical properties
in terms of high purity, brightness, and indistinguishability and
have been repeatedly employed in implementations of
quantum communication.8 So far, such close-to-ideal single-
photon sources have only been demonstrated at wavelengths
around 780 nm for GaAs/AlGaAs QDs9,10 and 930 nm for
InGaAs/GaAs QDs.11−13 For long-distance quantum informa-
tion transfer via optical fibers, however, wavelengths around
1550 nm, i.e., in the telecom C-band, are required to benefit
from the lowest losses in optical fibers. To shift the emission of
QDs to C-band wavelengths, quantum frequency conversion of
QD-photons emitted at shorter wavelengths can be used,14,15

which however introduces additional conversion losses,

ultimately limiting the source efficiency. For this reason,
QDs directly emitting photons at telecom wavelengths are
desirable, requiring carefully tailored growth schemes.

One solution is to introduce metamorphic buffer layers to
engineer the strain and size of InAs/InGaAs QDs, which shifts
the emission to longer wavelengths.16 QDs for the telecom C-
band grown on metamorphic buffers have been advanced in
recent years,17,18 and recently triggered photon-indistinguish-
abilities of V ≈ 10% and V = 14(2)% were reported under
quasi-resonant19 and resonant20 excitation, respectively. An
alternative approach uses the InP material system to grow
InAs/InP QDs naturally emitting at telecom C-band wave-
lengths. Here, no additional metamorphic buffer layer is
required, which enables the high crystalline quality of the QD
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material and reduces the complexity of the growth in favor of
improved device scalability. Various studies investigated the
properties of InP-based QDs under above-barrier and quasi-
resonant excitation.21−26 A notable recent advancement in this
context concerns the demonstration of a scalable device
platform, by deterministically integrating single InAs/InP QDs
into circular Bragg grating cavities, resulting in a triggered,
Purcell-enhanced emission and a photon-indistinguishability of
V = 19(3)% under quasi-resonant excitation.27 The pulsed
coherent generation of indistinguishable single photons from
QDs at C-band wavelengths, however, is an important
requirement for applications that had not been achieved to
date. Pulsed photon generation is indispensable for on-demand
operation, and coherent excitation promises the best single-
photon properties, in particular, a high quantum state
preparation fidelity, as needed for quantum network
applications.

This work presents studies on single InAs/InP QDs
integrated into mesa structures and excited via pulsed coherent
excitation. Coherently driving the biexciton−exciton (XX-X)
radiative cascade via triggered two-photon-resonant excitation
(TPE) of the XX-state, we demonstrate the on-demand
generation of single photons with high purity in terms of
g(2)(0) ≈ 1% and record-high photon-indistinguishabilities of
VHOM = 35(3)% in the telecom C-band. Our work thus
represents a notable advancement in the generation of flying
qubits for quantum networking in optical fibers.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The QD devices (see Figure 1a) used in this work are based on
InAs/InP QDs embedded in mesa structures integrated on a

bottom metallic mirror (aluminum) to enhance the photon
extraction efficiency to ≈10%.26 Heterogeneous integration on
a silicon (Si) carrier thereby allows for future integration in the
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) plat-
form. See the Methods section for details on the device
fabrication. Noteworthy in this context, quantum emitter
integration on Si has also been demonstrated at O-band
wavelengths in the range of 1310−1440 nm.29−31 Coherent

excitation schemes, however, have not yet been implemented
on CMOS compatible samples.

The spectrum of a single QD-mesa recorded at 4 K under
above-barrier excitation (continuous wave (CW) laser at 980
nm) is shown in Figure 1b. Photons originating from the XX-X
radiative cascade are observed with wavelengths near 1530 nm
in the telecom C-band. The assignment of the QD states was
confirmed via polarization- and excitation-power-dependent
photoluminescence measurements, as well as photon cross-
correlation experiments (SI, section IB). We observe a fine
structure splitting (FSS) of the X state of 88(2) μeV and a
binding energy of the XX-state of 2.9(1) meV, allowing for
TPE of the biexciton state.32 Figure 1c depicts a spectrum of
the same QD from (b) under pulsed TPE (see Methods for
details), revealing the same spectral fingerprint of the QD
together with remaining scattered laser light near 1530 nm. We
extract upper bounds for the linewidths under TPE of 119(7)
μeV and 47(2) μeV fwhm for the X- and XX-transition,
respectively (see SI, section IC).

The coherent population of the XX-X cascade under TPE
can be confirmed via excitation-power dependent measure-
ments. Figure 2a and b display the laser-power-dependent
spectrally filtered photoluminescence signal from the X- and
XX-state, respectively, detected using a single-photon detector
(see the Methods for details). Here, clear Rabi rotations are
observed up to pulse areas of 4π accompanied by a noticeable
damping effect. Note that unlike under strictly resonant
excitation, the Rabi frequency scales quadratically with the
pulse area under TPE, resulting in equidistant Rabi oscillations
as a function of the laser power. Note also that in the presence
of damping the pulse area that leads to a complete occupation
inversion (the theoretical π-power) slightly deviates from the
power that leads to a maximum in the detected emission.
However, here we denote the maximum of the measured Rabi
rotation as the π-power for simplicity.

To estimate the preparation fidelity from the measured Rabi
rotations, we follow refs 10 and 18 using an exponentially
damped oscillation derived by extending an analytical
approximation (see Methods and SI, section IIA, for details).
The fit describes the data well up to a pulse area of 4π, while it
deviates for higher pulse areas. This deviation can be
understood by a quenching of the X and XX emission at
high powers as the generation of a high number of excess
charges at high power favors the formation of trion states. This
hypothesis was confirmed by adding a weak above-barrier CW
excitation to the pulsed TPE which reduces the X and XX
emission signal while enhancing the trion emission (see SI,
section ID for details). By extrapolating the fitted envelope
function of the oscillations (dashed red line) one obtains an
estimated preparation fidelity, i.e., normalized occupation at π-
power, of = 81(4)%prep and 82(4)% for X and XX,
respectively, which translates into a pair generation fidelity of
66%. This observed preparation fidelity compares favorably or
is comparable with previously reported values between 49%
and 85% for QDs at C-band wavelength based on
metamorphic buffer layers (see also Table 1).18,36 Note that
an alternative approach based on photon cross-correlation
experiments will be used further below to independently
confirm the preparation fidelities obtained above.

From now on and unless stated otherwise, experiments were
conducted under TPE with a π-pulse corresponding to Pπ = 2.5
μW average excitation power, measured in front of the cryostat

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the Si-compatible QD-mesa structure
used in this study: a single InAs QD is embedded in an InP matrix
with a metallic Al bottom mirror for enhanced photon extraction
efficiency. The mesa diameter is 2 μm. (b) Spectrum of a QD-mesa
under above-barrier excitation at saturation power revealing telecom
C-band photons originating from the X- (blue) and XX- (green)
radiative recombination, respectively. (c) Spectrum of the same QD
under two-photon resonant (TPE) excitation. The center peak
originates from residual scattering of the pump laser. Insets illustrate
the excitation scheme used. All spectra are taken at 4 K, and the
emission is collected via an NA = 0.7 aspheric lens.
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window. To gain insights into the dynamics of the three-level
system under study, time-resolved measurements were
conducted (see Methods for experimental details). In Figure
2c, we observe the typical behavior of the XX-X emission
cascade. A fast exponential decay of the XX-state causes the X
state to be transiently occupied, followed by a slower
exponential decay of the X-state. Applying monoexponential
fits to the time traces, we extract the respective decay constants
as

= =t t1.21(2) ns, 0.34(3) ns1,X 1,XX

Interestingly, the decay of the XX-state is about 4× faster
than the decay of the X-state, a characteristic that was also
verified for other QDs on the same sample (see SI, section IF).
Possible explanations include a specific QD morphology
resulting in an increased electron−hole wave function overlap
for the XX state39,40 or additional decay channels via dark
exciton states enabled by intrinsically short spin-flip times as
discussed in ref 41. To generate polarization entangled photon
pairs, the XX-X emission cascade is typically used. For photons
originating from the cascaded decay, the indistinguishability is
intrinsically limited as the X photons inherit the timing jitter
from the XX decay, while the XX photons decay into a
spectrally broadened X state. Hence, the achievable indis-
tinguishability is upper bounded by the ratio of the XX- and X-
lifetime as Vmax,TPE = 1/(1 + t1,XX/t1,X).

42 This results in a
theoretical limit of ≈80% in our case, which significantly
exceeds the value of 67% resulting from the often assumed case

of t1,X = 2 × t1,XX. Thus, the InAs/InP QDs investigated here,
which exhibit a larger t1,X/t1,XX ratio, are promising candidates
for combining entanglement generation with high photon
indistinguishability. Technologically more involved approaches
in this direction aim to exploit microcavities supporting an
asymmetric Purcell enhancement for maximizing this lifetime
ratio.43

Next, we investigated the purity of the single photons in
terms of the second-order autocorrelation function g(2)(τ) via
Hanbury−Brown- and Twiss-type experiments. The resulting
g(2)(τ)-histograms for X- and XX-photons are presented in
Figure 2d and e, respectively. The strong suppression of
coincidences at zero time delay confirms the emission of single
photons. The experimental data are approximated by a fit
function corresponding to a sum of two-sided exponential
decays and accounting for the noticeable blinking effect on
short time scales, following ref 27 (see SI, section IIIA for
details), while no temporal deconvolution or background
subtraction was applied. The fit yields antibunching values of

= =g g(0) 0.015(4), (0) 0.005(4)X
(2)

XX
(2)

where the errors have been determined from the fit residuals.
The decay times obtained from the fit are 1.44(1) and 0.36(1)
ns for the X- and XX-state, respectively, in good agreement
with the time-resolved photoluminescence measurements. We
further extract the time scale of the blinking as τblink ≈ 17(1)
ns, which can be caused by either charging events or spectral
wandering due to fluctuation in the QD’s charge environment.

Figure 2. (a, b) Tuning the excitation laser power reveals Rabi rotations in the spectrally filtered single-photon detector counts of the X- (blue,
upper panel) and XX- (green, lower panel) states up to 4π, confirming the coherent population of the three-level system. Solid lines correspond to
fits and dashed red lines to the extracted envelope function from which preparation fidelities >80% are extracted. (c) The decay dynamics illustrate
the cascaded emission under pulsed TPE, with the X-photons (blue line) appearing delayed with respect to the XX-photons (green). The XX-state
decays ≈4× faster than the X-state. (d, e) The second-order autocorrelation measurement confirms the single-photon-nature of X- (blue) and XX-
(green) emission.

Table 1. Comparison of Reported Pulsed HOM Visibilities VHOM and Preparation Fidelities prep for Single Photons Emitted
by QDs in the Telecom C-Banda

QD type device excitation pulsed VHOM
prep ref

InAs/InP Mesa TPE V4ns = 35(3)% 81(2)% this work
InAs/InP Mesa TPE Vraw = 29(2)% 81(2)% this work
InAs/InP CBG QR V4ns = 19(3)% Holewa et al. 202327

InAs/InGaAs + MB CBG QR V6ns ≈ 10% Nawrath et al. 202319

InAs/InGaAs + MB planar TPE 84(3)% Zeuner et al. 202118

InAs/InGaAs + MB planar R V4ns = 14(2)% Nawrath et al. 202120

InAs/InGaAs + MB planar R 49(6)% Nawrath et al. 201936

aMB: Metamorphic buffer layer; CBG: Circular Bragg grating; R: resonant; TPE: two-photon-resonant; QR: quasi-resonant. The subscript of the
visibility V refers to the coincidence histogram integration window when evaluating the HOM measurement.
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Having confirmed the coherent population of the XX-X
cascade via TPE by observing Rabi rotations in Figure 2a,b,
revealing a fidelity for preparing the XX- (X-) state of 82(4)%
(81(4)%), we applied another independent method for
extracting the preparation fidelity to verify our results. For
this purpose, photon cross-correlation experiments between
photons emitted from the XX- and X-state were carried out44

(see Methods and SI, section IIA for details). Figure 3a depicts
the photon cross-correlation histogram recorded at π-pulse
excitation (black circles) together with a Monte Carlo
simulation (orange line) accounting for our experimental
conditions (including setup imperfections). The experimental
data, obtained under TPE at π-power and corrected for
polarization and blinking effects as mentioned above, are
consistent with a preparation fidelity of 81%. The simulations
are in very good agreement and also reproduce fine details,
such as the correct area ratios, the asymmetry of the side peaks
caused by the faster XX decay, and the strong asymmetry in
the center peak caused by the cascaded decay (see SI, section
IIB for details on simulation). The comparison of the
integrated coincidence-peak areas depicted in Figure 3b yields
a maximum preparation fidelity of 81(2)% at π-power (red
bars) in perfect agreement with the value determined from the
Rabi rotation in the emission intensities in Figure 2a,b. The
error is determined from the standard deviation of the
noncenter peak areas. At 2π-power (gray bars) the preparation
fidelity reduces to 14(2)%. Complementary data under off-
resonant excitation (see SI, Section IIA) yielded a preparation
fidelity of 44(2)%), clearly confirming the positive impact of
coherent excitation. By extracting the preparation fidelity from
the cross-correlation experiments as a function of the excitation
power (cf. Figure 3d), oscillations of the preparation fidelity
can be observed which are in phase with the Rabi rotations of
the emission (cf. Figure 3c). Interestingly, the fidelity
oscillations do not exhibit the same damping observed in the
Rabi rotations.

Finally, we explored the indistinguishability of the XX-
photons emitted by the coherently driven three-level system
via Hong−Ou−Mandel (HOM)-type two-photon interference

experiments (see Methods for details). The resulting
experimental data for the co- and cross-polarized measurement
configuration are presented in Figure 4 as a close-up

highlighting the zero-delay peak. The reduction of coinciden-
ces due to two-photon interference is clearly visible. Addition-
ally, the inset depicts the histograms for larger arrival time
delays. Note that the ratios of the coincidence side-peak areas
deviate from the expected behavior as they are masked by the
blinking effect. This, however, does not affect the following
analysis, which is solely based on the integrated zero-delay
peak areas for co- and cross-polarized measurements (without
applying the fit model).

The two-photon interference visibility is extracted from our
measurement data via VHOM = 1 − (Aco/Across), with the
integrated areas Aco and Across of the copolarized and cross-

Figure 3. Analysis of the preparation fidelity via XX-X photon cross-correlation experiments: (a) Measured cross-correlation histogram after
polarization and blinking correction (grey bars), matching the Monte Carlo simulation (orange line) of expected polarization-filtered XX-X
correlation for a QD with a DOP of 33% and a preparation fidelity of 81%. (b) Comparison of polarization-corrected and integrated coincidences
at π-power (red) and at 2π-power (gray, shifted for clarity) shows difference in preparation fidelity. (c) Summed XX and X emission intensity
oscillation as a function of excitation power with Rabi fit from Figure 2a (orange line) for comparison. (d) Preparation fidelity prep extracted from
cross-correlation histograms as a function of excitation power. Red and gray circles indicate the data sets shown in panel (b) (orange line is a guide
to the eye).

Figure 4. HOM-type two-photon interference experiments of
photons emitted by the XX-state for co- (red) and cross- (gray)
polarized measurement configuration. Photon coalescence described
by the Hong−Ou−Mandel effect is confirmed by the clear
suppression of coincidences in the central peak for copolarized
photons. We observe record-high photon-indistinguishabilities of Vraw
= 29(2)% and V4ns = 35(3)% by integrating the raw experimental data
over the full 12.5 ns- and a 4 ns-wide delay-window, respectively. The
inset shows the same data for a broader range of arrival time delays.
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polarized case, respectively. Integrating over the entire zero-
delay time window, i.e., −6.25 to +6.25 ns (corresponding to
the laser repetition rate of 80 MHz), yields Vraw = 29(2)%, with
the error inferred from the distribution of the integrated
detection events of the noninterfering side peaks. This photon-
indistinguishability readily exceeds all previous reports on
pulsed HOM experiments of telecom C-band photons directly
generated via QDs (cf. Table 1), including pioneering work by
Nawrath et al.,19,20 as well as our most recent work in ref 27.

Note that in these earlier reports, typically photons with a
temporal separation of 4 ns were interfered. Thus, for the sake
of comparison, we also evaluate the two-photon interference
visibility for a 4 ns-wide integration window as V4ns = 35(3)%.
Importantly, this integration window covers over 99% of all
coincidences detected in the zero-delay peak. Thus, the
increase of V4ns compared to Vraw results from the improved
signal-to-noise ratio (due to reduced noise contributions by
dark counts) rather than discarding signal events. In addition,
by interfering photons with a temporal separation of 12.5 ns,
the QD-excitonic states investigated in our work are potentially
subject to larger dephasing compared to previous studies that
used Δt = 4 ns.46

While the photon-indistinguishability observed in our work
represents a substantial improvement compared to previous
reports on QD photons emitted directly at C-band wave-
lengths, it is not yet competitive with up-converted photons
from QDs emitting at lower wavelengths.15 As the achieved
indistinguishability is well below the limit of 80% set by the
ratio of the measured radiative lifetimes,42 there are still other
limiting factors. The main contribution currently limiting the
photon-indistinguishability is suspected to be charge fluctua-
tions in the QD environment, as evidenced by a considerable
blinking effect in the autocorrelation measurement, the
presence of a predominant trion state under above-barrier
excitation, as well as the influence of additional weak CW
above-barrier excitation during TPE (cf. SI, section ID), which
reduces the coherence time of the QD under study. We
anticipate two routes to overcome these limitations. First,
implementing measures to influence or tailor the electric-field
environment of the quantum emitters, using charge stabiliza-
tion via electrical gates47,48 or interface passivation.13 Second,
employing droplet-epitaxy,49 which is known to increase the
coherence time,25 rather than self-assembled Stranski-Krasta-
nov growth of QDs as used in our work. Both routes have
independently shown to improve the coherence properties of
specific QD systems.

Note for completeness that by performing a fit which
includes the central dip (solid lines in Figure 4) and
accounting for the blinking effect (see SI, section IIIB for
details), one can extract the postselected HOM visibility which
amounts to 73(6)% and thus compares well with previous
works performing CW HOM experiments on similar QDs.18,50

One should emphasize that the pulsed HOM result presented
above is the most relevant one for applications in quantum
information, as it describes the interference of the full photon-
wave packets. The coherent on-demand generation of
indistinguishable photons via TPE at telecom C-band
wavelength achieved in our work represents a significant
advance toward applications of quantum information and long-
haul quantum communication in optical fibers. Yet, the most
suitable excitation scheme for implementations of quantum
communication needs to be carefully selected depending on
the specific use-case. For defining time bins and synchronizing

sender and receiver units, pulsed excitation is needed, while
coherent excitation provides the highest photon indistinguish-
ability. Among all known approaches for pumping QD
emitters, coherently driving the XX-X cascade via TPE
promises the highest purity in terms of g(2)(0), as it reduces
the re-excitation probability.12 In addition, the spectrally
detuned excitation laser allows for straightforward spectral
filtering of the emitted photons and for the generation of
polarization-entangled photon pairs.51 While the maximum
indistinguishability is limited in standard TPE,42 it can be
further boosted by stimulating the XX-decay channel to distill
highly indistinguishable X-photons.52

Another important aspect in quantum communication
concerns whether the emitted photons form a pure or a
mixed state in the photon number basis, which strongly
depends on the excitation scheme.53 For most quantum
communication protocols, the absence of photon number
coherence (PNC) is required to avoid side-channel attacks and
maintain security. As recently demonstrated for QD-generated
photons at shorter wavelengths, standard TPE does not result
in a significant degree of PNC in the emitted photon states,
which can however be recovered and tuned by stimulating the
XX-decay channel with a second laser pulse.54

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we demonstrated the pulsed coherent excitation
of InAs/InP QDs emitting photons at telecom C-band
wavelengths with unprecedented photon-indistinguishability.
Using triggered TPE of the XX-X radiative cascade, we
coherently populate the three-level system, which is confirmed
by the observation of Rabi rotations up to 4π consistently,
yielding preparation fidelities exceeding 80%, as confirmed by
two independent experimental approaches. The observed two-
photon-interference visibility of up to 35(3)% clearly surpasses
previous results obtained for triggered photons in the telecom
C-band directly emitted by QDs. The type of QDs studied in
our work exhibits a large ratio of exciton-to-biexciton lifetime,
making them promising candidates for the generation of
polarization-entangled photon-pairs with high photon-indis-
tinguishability at the C-band wavelength. The demonstrated
on-demand generation of QD photons with record-high
indistinguishability at wavelengths compatible with existing
fiber infrastructure presents a significant step toward scalable
quantum networks.

■ METHODS
QD Device. The QD devices used in this work are based on

InAs/InP QDs obtained via self-assembled Stranski−Krasta-
now growth in the near-critical regime via metalorganic vapor
phase epitaxy (MOVPE).28 To enhance the photon extraction
efficiency, mesa structures are combined with a bottom
metallic mirror (aluminum), while bonding via benzocyclobu-
tene (BCB) to the Si-carrier allows for future integration in the
CMOS platform. For details on the device fabrication and
basic characterization, we refer the interested reader to the
Supporting Information (SI), sections IA and IB, as well as ref
26.

Quantum Optics Experiments. The QD devices are
investigated by means of low-temperature (4 K) micro-
photoluminescence spectroscopy. Samples are mounted inside
a closed-cycle an optical table integrated in a cryosphere table
(model attoDRY800, attocube systems AG). An aspheric lens
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with an NA of 0.7 inside the cryostat is used to collect the QD
emission. For optically pumping single QDs, we use a 980 nm
CW laser or a spectrally shaped wavelength-tunable 2.5 ps
pulsed laser system (picoEmerald, APE GmbH) with 80MHz
repetition rate. For TPE the picosecond laser is combined with
a folded 4f pulse-shaper, resulting in a spectral width of ≈0.5
nm full-width at half-maximum (fwhm) and a stretched pulse
duration of 10 ps fwhm. Photons originating from the X- or
XX-state are spectrally analyzed using a grating spectrometer
(900 grooves/mm) with an attached InGaAs array detector.
For time-correlated single-photon counting experiments, the
X- and XX-photons are spectrally filtered using a tunable fiber-
band-pass filter of 0.4 nm bandwidth in combination with
polarization suppression of the scattered excitation laser. Time-
resolved measurements were conducted using a superconduct-
ing nanowire single photon detector (SNSPD; SingleQuantum
EOS, SingleQuantum BV) in combination with time-tagging
electronics (quTag, quTools GmbH), with a combined timing
resolution of ≈50 ps fwhm.

To measure the purity, we performed Hanbury−Brown and
Twiss autocorrelation experiments by passing the spectrally
filtered single photons through a 50:50 fiber beamsplitter and
registering the arrival time difference between the detectors at
the two outputs.

The photon-indistinguishability is measured in HOM-type
experiments using a Mach−Zehnder interferometer with a 12.5
ns delay, compensating for the photon delay imposed by the 80
MHz excitation laser. Here, interfering indistinguishable
photons cause coalescence in the two interferometer output
ports, thus reducing the number of detected coincidences.
Additionally, the polarization state of the interfering photons is
controlled in both arms of the interferometer, allowing for
measurements in co- and cross-polarized configuration,
whereas the latter serves as a reference to extract the two-
photon-interference visibility V. Here, the visibility was
extracted by integrating all coincidences within one excitation
cycle for the co- and cross-polarized measurement as well as by
selecting a realistic 4 ns time window. For details concerning
the data analysis of the time-resolved experiments, we refer to
SI, sections IIIA and IIIB.

Estimating Preparation Fidelities. Different approaches
can be used to estimate the preparation fidelity. From the Rabi
rotations in emission intensity vs excitation power this is
possible, e.g., by comparing the occupation at π and 2π
power,33 fitting exponentially damped sin2 functions,34 solving
rate equation models numerically,35,36 or by modeling the full
system via polaron-transformed open system master equa-
tions37 or correlation expansion approaches to include
phonons.38 To independently confirm the preparation fidelities
obtained in our work, we used two different experimental
approaches.

In the first approach, used in Figure 2a,b, we model the
experimental Rabi data following refs 10 and 18, fitting the
experimental Rabi data using an exponentially damped
oscillation derived by extending an analytical approximation
for CW Rabi oscillations to Rabi rotations in the pulsed
regime.

The second approach, used in Figure 3b, is based on photon
cross-correlation experiments between photons emitted from
the XX- and X-state.44 Comparing the integrated coincidences
originating from the same cascade Asame with those from
different cascades Adifferent, the preparation fidelity can in
principle be extracted as = A A/prep different same.

45 Importantly,

the experimental data had to be corrected to account for partial
polarization of the QD emission, the polarization-selective
detection in our setup, and the blinking effect discussed above.

For details on the analysis and the required corrections, we
refer to the SI, section IIA.
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